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Let A be a simple unital C*-algebra and let B be a UHF-algebra. We prove that 
the group of invertible elements in A @ E is dense in A @ B if A is stably finite, and 
that A@B is purely infinite otherwise. We give (partial) results on the size of the 
closure of the group of invertible elements in more general simple unital 
C*-algebras. ‘(- 1991 Academic Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A number of problems concerning the structure of simple unital 
C*-algebras stand open and the theory, as its present stage, either lacks 
examples or lacks theorems that state that these examples do not exist. 
To illustrate this, consider the following two (very disjoint) classes of 
simple unital C*-algebras: 
1.1. Simple C*-algebras with dense groups of invertible elements. A 
unital C*-algebra A is said to be finite if for all LI in A, v*v = 1 implies 
W* = 1. A simple unital C*-algebra with GL.( A), the group of invertible 
elements in A, dense in A, satisfies a strong finiteness condition: Since 
GIL(A) dense in A implies that GL(M,(A)) is dense in M,(A) for all n 
(cf. [ 14]), we can conclude that M,(A) is finite for all n (cf. Proposi- 
tion 2.1(b)), and we refer to A as being stably finite. Furthermore, stably 
finite simple C*-algebras are known to have a quasi-trace [3, 73 (and 
maybe even a trace). 
A C*-algebra A, with GL(A) dense, also satisfies a cancellation property: 
If p and q are projections in M,(A) and [p10 = [q10 in K,(A), then, in 
fact, p and q are unitarily equivalent in M,(A ) (cf. [2, 6.5.11). 
1.2. Purely infinite simple F-algebras. A projection p in a C*-algebra 
A is said to be infinite if p is equivalent (in the sense of Murray and 
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von Neumann) to a proper subprojection of itself. The following three 
conditions are equivalent for a simple C*-algebra A (A ZC). Of course, 
(b) and (c) imply that A is simple: 
(a) Each non-zero hereditary subalgebra of A contains an infinite 
projection. 
(b) For each non-zero a in A, .XUJ’ = 1 for some x, y E A. 
(c) For each non-zero positive a in A, xax* = 1 for some x E A. 
A simple C*-algebra satisfying these equivalent conditions is said to be 
purely infinite. This terminology is due to J. Cuntz and the equivalence of 
(a), (b), and (c) is easily deduced from his papers [6, 81. In [S], he proves 
that this class of C*-algebras A satisfies 
&l(A)= {CPIIP is a nonzero projection in A} 
K,(A)= f-J(AW(A)o, 
where [ .] denotes the Murray-von Neumann equivalence class and U(A) 
is the group of unitary elements in A, with U(A), its connected component 
containing 1. 
There is no example of a simple unital C*-algebra that is known not be 
belong to the class described in 1.1 or in 1.2. A striking such example 
would be a finite simple C*-algebra A which is not stably finite. Then 
M,(A) would be infinite for some n > 2; GL(A) would not be dense in A, 
and M,(A) would not be purely infinite (containing a finite projection). 
However, such an example may not exist. For a detailed exposition on the 
structure of simple C*-algebras, we refer the reader to Cuntz [9]. 
In this paper we prove that for each simple unital C*-algebra A and each 
UHF-algebra B, either GL(A @B) is dense in A@ B, or A 0 B is purely 
infinite. 
We determine the size of GL(A), the closure of GL(A), when A is purely 
infinite; and show that C(X) G GL(A), when A = C(X) ~1~ Z for a minimal 
action cp on a compact Hausdorff space X. 
The key tool for our computation is the observation that the set of 
elements, which are a product of a unitary and a nilpotent element, is large 
in simple C*-algebras (at least those we have been able to treat); and 
elements of this form clearly belong to GIL(A). 
In the last three section, we consider elements x in A where ~$3 1, is 
close to GL,,( A) for large n. Equivalently, x 0 1 B E GL( A 0 B), when B is a 
UHF-algebra. 
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2. APPROXIMATION BY INVERTIBLE ELEMENTS 
Let A be a unital C*-algebra and let CL(A) and U(A) denote the groups 
of invertible, respectively, unitary elements in A. We shall be concerned 
with the size of CL(A), the norm-closure of CL(A), inside A. First, we 
recall some facts from [ 15, 131 that will be used frequently here. 
Each SE A has a polar decomposition s = P/.YI, where 1.~1 = (x*.u)’ ’ and 
I’ is a partial isometry in .4 **. For each a E R + , define .f,, : W + + R + as 
“Lit)= OT i 
t<a 
t - a, t > a. 
(2.1 1 
Further. set 
x,, = tlf,( 1x1 ) (=J;( Is*l )c). (2.2) 
Then x, E A, IIxOII = llxll -a (if a < llxll ) and 11.~ - s,JI <a. Moreover, 
1.~~1 =fU(lxl) and Ix,*1 =f&lx*I). With x=dist(s. CL(A)), 
x,, E GL( A) o a > a, (2.3 ) 
if a > u, then x, = u 1.~~1 for some u E U(A). (2.4) 
The following proposition is included to remind the reader of some well- 
known natural obstructions that will prevent elements .Y in A from being 
in GL( A ). Set 
a(x) = dist(x, CL(A)). (2.5 ) 
FROWSITION 2.1. Let A and B be unital C*-algebras, let cp: A + B be a 
surjkctive *-homomorphism, and let x E A. Put u = q(x). 
(a) Z~UEGL(B) and u$q(GL(A)), then 
u(x)2 (Iu-‘Il -I. 
(b) If u is left (or right) invertible, but not two-sided invertible, then 
ou=l (oruv=l)forsomevEBand 
Proof (a) Let ZEA with II.x-~ll < IIuP’(l -’ be given. Then 
II1 -u-‘dz)ll < lb-‘II . Ilu-(P(~)II 
< IIu-‘II . ll.Y-Zll < 1. 
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Hence up’p(z) E GL(B),, the connected component of GL(B) containing 1, 
and so U-‘q(z) E (p(GL(A)). Since U$ (p(GL(A)), it follows that z$ GL(A). 
(b) Assume that u is left invertible but not two-sided invertible, and 
find v E B with 1 = vu. For each z E A with 11x - zll < llvll -I, 
II 1 - vtp(z)ll G 1141 . IIU - dz)ll 
G llvll . lb-ZII < 1, 
and so vcp(z) E GL( B). Since u $ GL( B), also v 4 GL(B) and q(z) 4 GL(B). 
Thus z 4 GL(A). If, instead, u is right invertible but not two-sided invertible 
and 1 = MU, then a similar argument shows that a(x) 3 llvll~ ‘. 1 
A unital C*-algebra A is said to be finite if for all v E A, v*v = 1 implies 
vu* = 1. This is equivalent to requiring that all one-sided invertible 
elements in A be two-sided invertible. 
If A is simple and finite, then none of the obstructions of Proposition 2.1 
can occur. There are no examples of finite simple C*-algebras A where 
GL(A) is known to be a proper subset of A. 
In Example 7.2 we exhibit an element x in some (non-simple) C*-algebra 
A, where x $ GL(A); and where x E A does not satisfy any of the obstruc- 
tions in Proposition 2.1. 
3. TWO-SIDED ZERO DIVLWRS 
Contrary to Proposition 2.1, we shall now be concerned with finding 
algebraic reasons why an element x in a unital C*-algebra A should lie in 
GL(A). Whereas the method is mainly aimed at simple C*-algebras, the 
results of this section are stated for more general C*-algebras. 
3.1. DEFINITION. Let A be a C*-algebra. Denote by ZD(A) the set of 
two-sided zero divisors in A, i.e., the set of elements x in A for which 
ax = 0 = xb for some non-zero elements a and b in A. 
E~OWSITION 3.2. For each unital C*-algebra A, ZD(A) consists 
precisely of all elements x in A that are not one-sided invertible. 
Proof: The set of one-sided invertible elements of A is open and disjoint 
from ZD(A), hence disjoint from ZD(A). 
Conversely, let x be an element of A which is neither left nor right inver- 
tible. Then neither 1x1 nor Ix*1 is invertible. Let E > 0 and let g: R, + R, 
be continuous and such that g(0) = 1 and supp(g) E [0, E]. Set a = g( Ix*1 ) 
and b = g(lxl). It follows from (2.2) that axE=O=x,b. Since O~sp(lxl) 
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and 0 E sp( (x*1 ), a and b are non-zero, and so s, E ZD( A ). Finally. 
11~ - x,I/ < E, which proves x E ZD( A ). 1 
3.3. Let V(A) be the set of elements t’ in A for which either V*Z~ = 1 or 
UU* = 1. Note that V(A) is a subset of the set of extreme points in A I, the 
unit ball in A; cf. [ 111. 
THEOREM. [fZD(A)zGL(A), then: 
(a) The complement of GL(A) consists precisely of those elements in 
A that are one-sided but not two-sided invertible. 
(b) The set of one-sided invertible elements in A is dense in .4. 
(c) The convex hull, co V(A), of C’(A) is equal to A ‘. 
(d) For each *YEA’ and each E>O (&<l), there are vj~ V(A), 
j= 1, 2, 3, such that 
In fact, it can be proved that (b), (c), and (d) are equivalent in general, 
and that (a) need not imply (b). 
Proof: (a) This is a consequence of Propositions 3.2 and Proposi- 
tion 2.1(b) (with cp = id,4). 
(b) This follows from (a). 
(d ) We prove (b) =r (d). Let x E A ’ and let E > 0. Find a one-sided 
invertible z in A such that 11.~ - ?I/ <E. If z is left invertible, then (21 is inver- 
tible and tl= 2 121 -’ is an isometry (i.e., t’*~ = 1). Since 2 = LY 121 = (=*I ~1, 
IIsL’* - I:*III < Il(.rv* - Iz*l)Lq = /.Y--,ll <&. 
Also, I:*1 E GL(A), so that E(XV*) <E. From [15, Theorem 3.3(b)] 
there are u~EU(A), j= 1,2, 3, with XU*=(~+E)--‘(24, +u~+Eu~). With 
V,=U,LJE V(A) it follows that ,Y=(~+E)~‘(LI, +r,+m3). 
If : is right invertible, then a similar argument shows that 
s = (2 + E) ‘(v, + I!: + EON), where ui now are co-isometries (i.e., t’,u, * = 1 ). 
Part (c) clearly follows from (d). 1 
3.4. Recall that a C*-algebra is said to be prime if it does not have two 
orthogonal non-zero ideals. 
LEMMA. Let A be a prime unital C*-algebra and let B and C be non-zero 
hereditary subalgebras of A. Then uBu* n C # 0 for some u E U(A 1. 
Proof: Choose non-zero positive elements b and c in B, respectively C. 
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It is an easy consequence of the fact that A is prime that cAb ~0. 
Since A is the linear span of U( A ), also cU( A )b # 0. Choose u! E U(A) 
such that (Z =) crab #O. Note that ZZ* EC and Z*Z E B. Note also that 
(c+E~)w(~+E~)EGL(A) for each E>O, whence ZEGL(A). If O<a< 11~11, 
then z,, as defined in (2.2) is non-zero, and from (2.4), z, = u (z,( for some 
UE U(A). Since Iz,I =f,(lzj)~B and [?,*I =f,(lz*I)~C, 
O#lz,*l =ulz,lu*EuBu*nC. 1 
LEMMA 3.5. Let A be a prime unital C*-algebra, and let x E ZD(A). 
Then there is a non-zero positive a in A, and u in U(A) such that ay = 0 = ya, 
where y = ux. 
Proof From hypotheses, bx = 0 = xc for some nonzero elements b and 
c in A which we may assume to be positive. Let B and C be the hereditary 
subalgebras of A generated by b, respectively c. Then b’x =0 = xc’ 
whenever b’ E B and c’ E C. Let u E U(A) be as in Lemma 3.4 and choose a 
non-zero positive element a in uBu* n C. Then JU = uxa = 0, and 
a-y = aux = u( u*au)x = 0, 
because u*au E B. 1 
4. NILPOTENT ELEMENTS 
4.1. If XE A is nilpotent, then sp(x)= (0) and so x+ I1 E GL(A) for 
each 2 # 0, whence x E GL(A ). Also, if ux is nilpotent for some u E U(A), 
then x + AU* E GL(A) for each A# 0, and again x E GL( A). Clearly, if ux is 
nilpotent, then x E ZD(A). If A is not simple, then one can find x E ZD( A) 
which is mapped onto an invertible element in some quotient of A; and 
hence ux is not nilpotent for any UE U(A). 
4.2. Question. If A is a simple unital C*-algebra and x E ZD(A), can we 
then find UE U(A) such that ux is nilpotent? 
One may modify the question in a number of ways: Replace nilpotent 
with essentially nilpotent, or ask that ux be essentially nilpotent for some 
u E U(A) only for x in a dense subset of ZD(A). 
If the question has an affirmative answer for a given A, then 
ZD(A) E GL(A) and the conclusions of Theorem 3.3 hold for this A. If, in 
addition, A is finite, then GL(A) = A. 
The following three results establish that Question 4.2 has affirmative 
answers in the special cases they treat. I believe that Theorems 4.4 and 4.5 
shed new light on the size of GL(A). 
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THEOREM 4.3. Let A be a simple von Neumann algebra, i.e., A is a 
a-finite factor of type I,, (n < ,x8 ), II,, or III. Then for each s E ZD( A ) there 
is u E U(A) such that ux is nilpotent. 
Proqf: Note first that s = u Ix-1 for some 17 E c’(A). (In the type III case. 
use that s E ZD( A).) Thus it suffices to find iv E U( A ) so that 1~ 1.~1 is nilpo- 
tent. Since 1.~1 EZD(A) (and 1.~1 20) we can find a non-zero projection e,, 
in A such that eOlxl =0= Ixle,. Use spectral theory and the fact that A is 
a factor of one of the given types, to find equivalent projections e,, 
.i= 1, . . . . k, in .4 for which 1 = e, + . + ek, e, d e0 and e,lx = 1.~1 ei. Since 
pi-e,, we can find WE&‘(A) so that H.e;il’*=e,+,. .i=l....,X--1 and 
bt’ek tt’* = e, . Since 
e,(~t~(.ul)~=(tt~Isl)-‘~2w~e,Isl(t~I.ul)”+’~’=0. j  7a, . . . . k, 
e,(w~l.-cJ)"=(tr~I.ul)k~'t~e,I.ul =0, 
it follows that (ii’lxl )” = 0. i 
4.4. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space, let cp be a homeomorphism 
on X, and let c( be the implemented automorphism on C(X), i.e.. 
df )=f VP’. Form the crossed product A = C(X) xl, Z, which is the 
C*-algebra generated by C(X) and a unitary u such that ufu* = a(f) for 
each f E C(X). It is well known [ 12, 8.11.21 that A is simple if and only if 
the action cp on X is minimal (i.e., cp has no non-trivial closed invariant 
subsets). The following argument closely resembles an argument given by 
J. Anderson and W. Paschke in [ 1, Theorem 4.11. 
THEOREM. If cp is minimal and u and A are as above, then ,fu is nilpotent 
for each f E ZD( C( A’)). In particular, C(X) E GL( .4 ). 
Proof Let f E ZD( C( X)). Then gf = 0 for some non-zero g E C(X). Put 
X0 = {XE XI g(x) ZO). Then X,, is open and non-empty and ,f I X,=0. 
Since X is compact and cp is minimal, we can find k E fV so that 
x=x”ucp(x,)u .” UqP’(X”). (4.1 ) 
Since f 3 cp pp 1 (pp(X,,) = 0, it follows from (4.1) that (fu)” = 0. 
This proves that ZD(C(X)) c GL(A); and C(X) E GL(A) now follows 
from Proposition 3.2. 1 
4.5. We refer the reader to the Introduction for a brief discussion of 
purely infinite simple C*-algebras. This class of C*-algebras contains 
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Cuntz’ algebras 0, and 0, [S, lo], as well as type III factors and the 
Calkin algebra B(H)/K. From Theorem 6.8, each C*-algebra A @ B, where 
B is a UHF-algebra and A is a simple, not stably finite C*-algebra, is 
purely infinite. 
THEOREM. Let A be a purely infinite simple C*-algebra. Then, for 
each XE ZD(A), there is UE U(A) so that (KY)* =O. In particular, 
ZD( A) s GL(A) and the conclusions of Theorem 3.3 hold for A. 
Proof: Let XE ZD(A). From Lemma 3.5 we may assume that 
bx = 0 = xb for some non-zero positive b in A. Let B be the hereditary sub- 
algebra of A generated by 6, and note that b’x = 0 = xb’ for all 6’ E B. From 
assumption, B contains an infinite projection p. From [6, 1.10, 2.23, we can 
findzEAsothatzpz*=l- p. Put ~7 =zp and p,, = t’*u. Then p0 < p and so 
p0 E B. Set u = L!+ v* + (p - pO), and check that u is a self-adjoint unitary 
with up,u = 1 - p. Since x = (1 - p,,) x( 1 - pO), we obtain 
uxu = puxup E B, 
and so (ux)‘= (uxu)x=O. [ 
5. APPROXIMATION BY INVERTIBLE ELEMENTS IN M,(A) 
Let A be a unital C*-algebra and let GL,(A) denote the group of inver- 
tible elements in M,(A) (Z ABM,(@)). For x in A, denote by x0 1, the 
element (xii) in M,(A), where xii = x and xii = 0, i # j. If x E M,(A) and 
REM,, let diag(x, y) denote the element 
EM,+,(A). 
The purpose of this section is to study the distance from x0 1, to GL,(A) 
for large n. 
5.1. DEFINITION. For each x in A, set 
IX,(X) = lim sup dist(x@ l,, GL,(A)). 
n 
LEMMA 5.2. For each 6 2 0, the sets 
T(x,6)= {nEN(dist(x@ l,, GL,(A))<6}, 
fO(x, 6) = (n E FV 1 dist(x@ l,, GLJA)) < S} 
are additive subsets of N. 
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ProoJ Assume n,E f,$x, 6), j= 1, 2, and find Z/E CL,,(A) such that 
II-u0 l,,, - zill -C 6. Set z = diag(=, r2) E CL,,, +.,(A ). Then 
Il.yO l,,,+n2- zll = Ildiag(x@ l,, -I,, SO lnr-r2)11 
=max(Il.uOl,,,-~~11, Il~@l,,--:~/l 1, 
< s. 
Thus n, + nz E T,,(x, 6). Since f(x, 6) = n,, ,d ~J.Y, 6’), we find that also 
I-(X, 6) is additive. 1 
5.3. The following lemma describes additive subsets of N. The 
straightforward proof is omitted. 
LEMMA. Let T be an additive subset qf N. Then there is (a unique) k in 
N and n, in N such that f c kN, and 
PROPOSITION 5.4. (a) For each SEA, cI,(s)<@(.t-) (=dist(.u, CL(A)). 
(b) There is k E N, k > 2, such that 
dist(.u@ l,Z, GL,,(A))>r,(s) 
for all n E N\kN. 
Proof: (a) This follows from Lemma 5.2 and the fact that 
1 E T(x, CL(x)). 
(b) Let k,, and k be as in Lemma 5.3 corresponding to the sets 
Z-(x, a,(.~)-n’), respectively f(x, a,(x)). Then {k,} is a decreasing 
sequence of natural numbers, and so k, = k for large n. From the definition 
of PA, it follows that k,, 2 2 for all n, hence k 2 2. 1 
5.5. Virtually the same obstructions listed in Proposition 2.1 which 
force x(-y) to be non-zero also force a,(,~) to be non-zero: 
PROPOSITION. Let cp: A + B be a surjective *-homomorphism between 
unital C*-algebras, let s E A, and set u = q(x). 
(a) If ueGL(B) and [u] $Im(cp,: K,(A) -+ K,(B)), then a,(x)3 
lIzI- '11 -I. 
(b) If u is left (or right) invertible but not two-sided invertible, then 
l=vu(or l=uc)forsomev~Bandcc,(x)>IIv~~. 
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Proof. Note that cp extends to a surjective *-homomorphism 
cp: M,(A) -+ M,(B) and that cp(x@ 1,) = U@ 1,. 
(a) Assume that u E GL(B) and that LX,(X) < lIu-‘I1-‘. Then, for some 
HEN, d&(x@ l,,,, GL,(A))< llu-‘II-’ for all man, Since 
it follows from Proposition 2.1(a) that for each m 3 n there is u’,,, E G&,(A) 
with (P(M’~)=u@~,. Set t’=u’,+, diag(1, ‘%I,*). Then UEGL,+,(A) and 
cp(u)=diag(u, 1,). Since [u] = [diag(u, l,,)] in K,(B), it follows that 
Cd = Cd41 =c~dbIkWcp*: W4-4W. 
(b) If u is left (or right) invertible and 1 = uu (or 1 = uu), then, for 
each no N, u@ 1, is left (or right) invertible, and 1 =(u@ l,)(u@ 1,) (or 
1 = (U @ l,)( u @ 1,)). If u is not two-sided invertible, then u 0 1 n is not two- 
sided invertible, and it follows from Proposition 2.1(b) that 
dist(x@ l,, G&(A))> llc@ 1.11 -l= llvll -’ 
for each n E N. 1 
We characterize below the C*-algebras A where a,(x) = 0 for all n and 
for all x E M,(A ). For this purpose, the following result on inductive limits 
is useful. 
PROPOSITION 5.6. Let A = l& A,, where A,, are unital F-algebras and 
the connecting *-homomorphisms (P,,,,~: A,, + A,,, (man) are unital and 
injectiue. Then GL(A ) is dense in A if and only iffor each n and each x E A,,, 
/im, Wcp,+,,,,(~~v), GUA,+,))=O. (*) 
Proof: Let 1,: A, -+ A be the canonical embedding for which 
Lo cpm,, = I,, m 2 n, and note that u,“=, A,( A,,) is dense in A. From the 
assumptions it follows that each A,,, is unital and so &,JGL(A,)) s GL(A). 
Hence, for x E A,, and all k, 
If the limit (* ) is zero for all n and all x E A,, , then A,( A,) E GL( A) for all 
n, in which case GL(A) is dense in A, 
Conversely, suppose that GL(A) is dense in A. Let n E k4 and let x E A,,. 
Fix c:>O. Find zeGL(A) so that Il&Jx)-zil c&/2, and find me N and 
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WEA, such that 111,(n’)-~II <min{s/2, 11:. ‘11 -‘). Then &,,(w)EGL(A). 
and since i,,, is injective, u* E GL(A,,,). Hence, for each k > II, nz, 
diSt(vd-YL GL(4)) 6 Ilrpd-~) - (~~,,,,(~~~)ll 
= IlUcp,.J.~) - (Pk.,,,O~~))l/ 
= Iii,,(x) - i .,,, (w)ll <E, 
which shows that the limit (*) is zero. 1 
THEOREM 5.7. Let A be a unital C*-algebra. Then 2,(x) =0 for ever>’ 
n E N and euery .r E M,(A) if and only if GL( A @ B) is dense in A @ B .for 
ever)’ (infinite dimensional) UHF-algebra B. 
Proof: Each UHF-algebra is isomorphic to an inductive limit 
B = h B,, where B, = M,,,( @) and (pm,,: B, + B,,, (m B I) is given as 
q,,,(x) = x @ 1 “m,, where II,,, = n,/n, E N. Also, lim,, _ % n,,,, = x. Hence, 
for any unital C*-algebra A, A @B 2 !it~~ A@ B, with unital connecting 
*-homomorphism I++ ,,,,1 : A 0 B, -+ A 0 B, (m 3 I ) given as II/,,,,,(X) = 
.y 0 l,,.,. 
If x,(s) =0 for every nE N and every .YE M,,(A), then. in particular. 
X,(X) = 0 for every I E N and every x E A 0 B,. Hence 
W@,,,,,i.~), GL(AOB,))=diWO I,_,,. GL,,,,(A OB,)) 
tends to zero as m + CCJ. By Proposition 5.6, GL( A @ B) is dense in A 0 B. 
Assume, conversely, that c(,(x) > 0 for some n E N and some x E M,,(A). 
Let ke N be as in Proposition 5.4(b) and choose p E N, p > 2, such that 
p”’ E N\kN for all m. Set n[= n ’ p’- ’ and let B = lim B, be the corre- 
sponding UHF-algebra with B, = M,,,(c). Then n,, = p’- ’ and 
dist($,,,,(.u), GL(A@ B,,))=dist(.u@ l,+,. GL,wI~~(M,,(A))) 
>cc,(x)>O 
for all m E N. By Proposition 5.6, GL( A 0 B) is not dense in A @ B. 1 
5.8. Question. Is the property, that a,(x) = 0 for all x E A, stable, that is, 
does it imply that N,(X) = 0 for all n and all x E M,,(A)? 
5.9. Question. If GL(A @ B) is dense in A @ B for some C*-algebra A 
and some UHF-algebra B, is then CL(A) dense in A? 
If both questions have positive answers, then, by Theorem 5.7, LX,(X) = 0 
for all x E A implies that CL(A) is dense in A. In 7.2 we give an example 
of a C*-algebra A and XE A, where a,(x) = 0 but X(X) > 0. However, 
r,(y) > 0 for some other element 1’ E A. 
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6. THE STRUCTURE OF SIMPLE C*-ALGEBRAS 
TENXIRED WITH UHF-ALGEBRAS 
Question 4.2 has largely been left open. However, if we pass to matrix- 
algebras, then we obtain a positive answer. More precisely, if A is simple 
and unital and x E ZD(A), then, for large enough n, u(x@ 1,) is nilpotent 
for some u in U,(A); cf. Theorem 6.4. This will prove that a,(x) = 0 for all 
x E ZD(A) and give us information about A @ B, where B is a UHF- 
algebra; cf. Theorem 5.7. 
6.1. Let A be a unital C*-algebra. For 1 d r< n, let py’ denote the 
projection ( pii) in M,(A), where pii = 1, 1 < i< r, and pii= 0 otherwise. 
As usual, set f , = pr ‘. 
LEMMA. Let A be a simple unital F-algebra and let C be a non-zero 
hereditary subalgebra of A. Then, for each r E N, there is n, ( > r) so that for 
all n 2 n, there is u E U,(A) such that upy’u* E M,(C). 
The proof of this lemma closely follows ideas from Cuntz [6]. 
Proof: Choose a non-zero positive 
there are elements die A so that 
1 = d, cd: + . . 
Set aj= djc112 and 
element c in C. From [6, 1. lo], 
+ dk cd,*. 
v= EM,+,(A). 
Then vu* = p(:+” and since a*a,E C, it follows that v*v E M,, ,(C). For 
each A#O, v+Alk+,EGLk+, (A) (in fact, v is nilpotent), so v E GLk+ ,(A). 
From (2.4) it follows that v= WJVI = Iv*1 W= P\~+‘)w for some 
WEU~+,(A). Given rEN, set n,=r(k+l). For each n>,n,, there is a 
permutation matrix z E U,(C) with 
z diag( p \“+ “0 l,, 0) z* = diag( pp), 0) = pr’. 
Set u=diag(~*@ l,, l,-,,) Z*E U,(A). Then 
upr)u* =diag(u*vO l,, 0)~ M,,(C). 1 
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LEMMA 6.2. Let A be a unital C*-algebra and let .Y E M,(A) be such that 
p:“‘.x = 0 = ,yp:‘r’. Then, for each m 2 n - 1, there is a u E U,,,(A) with 
u(x@ l,,,) nilpotent. 
Proof. The assumption py’x = 0 = xp r’ implies that s = diag(O, J) for a 
F E M,, ,(A). Let m 2 n - 1 be given. There are permutation matrices 
WE U,,,,,(@) and 2 E U,,(c) such that 
W(X@ l,,) W* = diag(O@ l,,, ~0 1,) 
and 
Now 
diag(l,,- ,,,-,,, l,-,O=) w(.Y@ 1,) W* 
is nilpotent. Set u = N’* diag( l,, _ ,,, _ , ), I,, , @ Z)W. Then U(X @ 1,) is 
nilpotent. 1 
LEMMA 6.3. Let A be a unital F-algebra and let .Y E A. The set 
f = {nE N 1%~ U,,(A) such that u(x@ l,Z) is nilpotent) 
is an additive subset of N. 
ProoJ: In n, m E r, u E U,,(A) and L’ E U,,(A) are such that u(x@ l,,) 
and v(x 0 l,,) are nilpotent, then n(x 0 1, +,,) is nilpotent when 
w = diag( u, v). 1 
THEOREM 6.4. Let A be a simple unital C*-algebra, and let x E ZD( A). 
There is m, E N so that for all m > m,, u(x@ 1,) is nilpotent .for some 
UE C’,,,(A). In particular, .r@ l,~GL,(A).for Mom,. 
Proof By Lemma 3.5 we can assume that C.K = 0 = xc for some positive 
non-zero c in A. Let C be the hereditary subalgebra of A generated by c. 
Let n, be as in Lemma 6.1 (with r = 1) and find for n 2 n,, u, E U,,(A) so 
that U, py)uT E M,,(C). Then 
because ~~‘(.u@l,,)=O=(x@1,,)c’ for all c’EMJC). Let man-l, and 
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use Lemma 6.2 to find u2 E U,,(A) so that (,I=) uz(u:(xO 1,) uI 0 1,) is 
nilpotent. Set u= (u, 0 l,,) u,(u:@ 1,)~ U,,(A). Then 
which is nilpotent. 
Let f be as in Lemma 6.3. The argument above shows that 
{nmIn>n,,m>n-l}Gr. 
Accordingly, if l-s kN for some k E N, then k = 1. From Lemma 5.3, there 
is m, in N so that {m E N 1 m > m,} c f, and this completes the proof. 1 
COROLLARY 6.5. (a) If A is a finite simple C*-algebra, then U,(X) = 0 
for all XE A. 
(b) Let A be an infinite simple C*-algebra. Then U,(X) > 0 if and only 
if x is one-sided but not two-sided invertible. 
Proof (a, b). From Theorem 6.4, a,(x) = 0 for all x E ZD(A). The 
map x+c(,(x) is continuous, so by Propositions 3.2 and 5.5(b) (with 
cp = id,), CL,(X) > 0 ‘f 1 and only if x is one-sided but not two-sided inver- 
tible. 1 
6.6. Recall that A is said to be stably finite if M,(A) is finite for all 
nEN. 
COROLLARY. If A is a stably finite simple C*-algebra and B is a UHF- 
algebra, then GL( A Q B) is dense in A @ B. 
Proof This follows from Theorem 5.7 and Corollary 6.5. 1 
6.7. Remark. If Question 5.8 has a positive answer, then, from 
Corollary 6.5(a) (and Proposition 5.5(b)), all finite simple C*-algebras are 
stably finite. Examples are known of (non-simple) finite C*-algebras that 
are not stably finite (see [2,6.10.1]). 
If both Question 5.8 and Question 5.9 have positive answers, then GL(A) 
is dense in A for every finite simple C*-algebra A. 
For completeness we include the following theorem, implicit in works of 
B. Blackadar, A. Kumjian, and J. Cuntz, which describes the situation 
when A is not stably finite. 
THEOREM 6.8. Let A be a simple C*-algebra which is not stably finite, 
and let B be a UHF-algebra. Then A @ B is purely infinite. In particular, the 
conclusions of Theorems 4.5 and 3.3 hold for A Q B. 
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Proof From [4, Theorem 1.91, each non-zero hereditary subalgebra of 
A @ B contains a non-zero projection. From [9,7.3(b)], each non-zero 
projection in A 0 B is infinite. 1 
7. Two EXAMPLES 
With reference to Sections 5 and 6, we give examples of C*-algebras A 
and elements x in A where x @ 1, E GL,(A) for some n but x 4 GIL(A). The 
first example is due to M.-D. Choi, whom I thank for his interest in this 
problem. 
7.1. EXAMPLE. We find for each k E N (k 2 2) an abelian C*-algebra A 
andfE A with llfll = 1 such that 
dist(fO l,, G&(A)) = A 
if n$kN 
if nekN. 
Let x= {Z E @ / 1 < 1~1 ,< 2}, let y = e2ni:k and let 




IV(~” IS,), off” I S2 is n. If ge GL(A), then r + ul( gl S,) is constant, and 
iv( g I S,) E kZ, because g ( S, repeats itself k times. Thus also w( g I S,) E kZ. 
Let det : M,(A) + A be the determinant mapping, and let cp: M,(A) -+ 
M,(C(S,)) be the restriction mapping. Suppose that dist(f@ l,, G&(A)) 
< 1. Since 
M-C4 1,) =fl S,@ 1,~ GL(C(&)) 
and II(fI~2@~.)-‘II = 1, it follows from Proposition 2.1 (a) that 
cp(f@ 1,) = q(w) for some M’E G&(A). Thus g = det(w) E CL(A), 
gIS,=f”IS, and so 
n=w(f”IS,)=w(glS,)EkZ. 
This proves that dist(f@ l,, G&(A)) >, 1 if n +! kZ ( < 1 follows from 
llfc3 1,ll = 1 ). 
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If n E kZ, then zn E A, and so, for each E > 0, 
fE 0 
M’= 0 f ... i t 1 . . . 3 . . ..& h(z) = ( - 1 y&Zn, jj (j...f 
is in M,(A). Also, 
det(w)(z) = f(z)"- (- l)‘Y- 'h(z) = z~(~-~((zI - l)“+ E”). 
It follows that det(w), and hence ~1, is invertible, whence 
dist(f@l,, G&(A))< l(f@l,-M:Il =E. 
Note that a(f) = a,(f) = 1 in this example. It can be proved that 
a(x) = a,(x) for all x E A when A is abelian. 
7.2. EXAMPLE. We find a C*-algebra A and f E A with 11 f 11 = 1 such 
that 
dist(f 0 l,, G&(A)) = t!J 
if n=l 
if n 2 2. 
in particular, a(f) = 1 and a,(f) = 0. 
Let X be the Euclidean unit ball in c2, let A = M,(C(X)) 
(~{f:X+M2w:)lf continuous} ) and set 
f&,9 z2)= ZI 0 ( .) 0 ’ (Zl,Z,)EX. -72 
Put Sj= {xE’J~~IIxJ=~}, O<r<l. For each g=(g,)EA with 
IIf0 - gll < 1, set 
G(x) = (gl,(x), gz,(x)), x E x, 
G:X+c2, Since [IGIST-idlS:JI ~1, it follows that GIS~:X+C2\{O} 
and that G 1 Sf is homotopic to id 1 ST inside 9 = {F: S3 + c*\(O) 1 F 
continuous}. If 0 4 G(X) then r + G 1 ST, r E [0, 11, would provide a con- 
tinuous path in 9 connecting a constant function to G 1 S:, contradicting 
the fact that id1 S3 is not homotopic to a constant function (inside 9). 
Thus OE G(X) and G(x,) =0 for some X,,E X. Hence g(x,) E M,(c) is 
singular and g# GL(A). This proves that dist(f,, GL(A))> 1 and 
dist(f,, GL(A)) < 1 follows from 11 foil = 1. 
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For n > 2, dist(f,@ l,,, CL,(A)) < ,,6’/2 ( =a). For n = 2 and n = 3 this 
is seen by noting that 
r z, -2 0 i.01L’ 2,0 10/I z, -2 0 2.0/i
are invertible when 121 < a/2. Lemma 5.2 completes the argument. 
Set .u=fO and f=(l -a)-‘.~,,, where X, is as defined in (2.2). Then 
llfll= 1, and from (2.3) it can be proved that dist(f, CL(A))= 1 and 
dist(f@ I,, CL,(A))=0 for n>2. (In fact, using M. Rieffel’s stable rank 
theory [14], one can prove that already dist(f,@ l,,, CL,(A))=0 for 
n32.) 
Note that the fact that cr(&) > 0 (and u(f) > 0) cannot be explained by 
Proposition 2.1. 
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